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Introduction

Human imprint is a tribute to humanity, but it also highlights the complexity

of relationship between women and men. Differences - of nature as of

culture - structure our way of living together. With this collection the artist

painter, Klaus Rune, creates 30 paintings in which the body and the artist's

hands become one and same thought. A harmony to honor diversity. A

universal differential trait, because the human race cannot exist without its

double male and female form. This unique concept of "living brushes" is a

subtle marriage between the human body and art creation.
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Klaus Rune is born in Denmark. This little country in the northern part of Europe, where it usually rains

cats and dogs, in winter the sun sets at 4 p.m. and the tax rate is one of the highest in the world. It

doesn’t invite for creativity. However, for several years, Denmark has been at the top of the ranking of

the happiest and most creative country in the world. He has lived in France for 20 years. His inspiration

comes from his culture, his life experience, his multiple trips and meetings with cultural personalities.

Klaus Rune aims showing us that sometimes it's possible to represent the inherent intricacy and

complexity of an idea with very few elements. His artwork is produced in a both trendsetting and

original way. The artist chooses to free himself from the brush and to place himself as an art conductor.

He calls the human body to apply the paint with circular movements on the canvas. His unique artwork

undeniably shapes, Klaus Rune, as one of the most innovative artists.

The painting “Peace against war” (100 x 100 cm) from the collection “Human Imprint“ was auctioned

@Drouot in Paris in April 2022 and sold for 50% above the estimate. His unique style attracts

contemporary art collectors all over the world. It is very likely that the prices of his works increases in

value in view of the growing popularity of the artist.

The artist
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Femininity

There is power in being. There is power in silence.

These are two feminine qualities that we may not

think of as powerful initially, but as we explore

them, the strength becomes apparent. Feminine

power is focused on feelings and emotions.
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100cm x 100cm
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Connection

We all have within us, whether we are male or

female, a masculine and a feminine part.

The more balanced those parts are, the more I am

able to be peaceful and connected with the world.
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100cm x 100cm
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Speed
Speed multiplies the possibilities, and gives life intensity and experiences. The

speed is exhilarating, it provides an intoxication, that delights us. How can we

be mindfull without depriving yourself of all the possibilities offered by speed ?
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100cm x 100cm
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Team spirit

Life is essentially about saying hello, getting to know

each other and appreciating each other. Living

together in healthy freedom, ultimately gives joy and

happiness in your spirit and around your spirit ! Anyway,

there are more ideas in 10 brains, than in one !
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100cm x 100cm
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Secret garden

The garden is magical. It confronts the human being

with finitude and life.

Indeed, the garden shapes the body and the mind. It

is a real praise for slowness, perseverance and

patience. After all, the garden is a wonderful

invitation to travel. Each garden is filled with scents.
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100cm x 100cm
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Dark and light

In recognizing both the darkness and the light, we

connect to the whole. We realize that these

states are not separate from each other, but

rather completely embracing of each other.

When we look into our own darkness and realize

the light, we begin to not only see it and accept it

within ourselves but to do the same in others.

Allow yourself to embrace the whole of you and

the whole of all beings…in darkness and in light.
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100cm x 100cm
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Animal Instinct

You operate on instinct ... Usually associated with our

animal part, our instinct is essential to our balance. It

is even one of the keys to a better life.

Driven by a keen sense of immediacy, your animal part

essentially behave in a pleasure / displeasure,

satisfaction / dissatisfaction mode.
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120cm x 120cm
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Hope

Hope is a pure and selfless confidence in the future.

Hope, on the other hand, is never extinguished. It lasts

beyond difficult times, because it is a long term

concept. It reflects a deep-rooted confidence. A

confidence, which ultimately offers mindfulness.
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100cm x 100cm
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Balance

Fight back tears or impulses, flee too much emotional

or physical intimacy, be wary of one's desire…

Emotional control always involves retention,

rationalization and self-conditioning. This psychic

economy is comparable to the diver's apnea. Fatal

when it lasts too long. The controller does not know

that you cannot control an emotion, he cannot act to

prevent it from happening. By pushing it back, he

chooses to keep the mess caused inside instead of

throwing it out - by expressing anger or joy, for

example. Perhaps balance is to let emotions out ?
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120cm x 120cm
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Revolt
Where there is a revolt, there is a conscience

and a conviction, a lucidity and a will!

The deeper the revolt, the more it reveals a

sense of justice and good.
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120cm x 80cm
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www.rune-art.com
Mobile/cell : 0033 (0) 6 07 71 20 36

Mail : rune@rune-art.com
Crédit photos Mario Sinistaj

www.mariosinistaj.com


